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	From the moment it was published almost ten years ago, Elements of User Experience became a vital reference for web and interaction designers the world over, and has come to define the core principles of the practice. Now, in this updated, expanded, and full-color new edition, Jesse James Garrett has refined his thinking about the Web, going beyond the desktop to include information that also applies to the sudden proliferation of mobile devices and applications.


	 


	Successful interaction design requires more than just creating clean code and sharp graphics. You must also fulfill your strategic objectives while meeting the needs of your users. Even the best content and the most sophisticated technology won't help you balance those goals without a cohesive, consistent user experience to support it.


	 


	With so many issues involved—usability, brand identity, information architecture, interaction design— creating the user experience can be overwhelmingly complex. This new edition of The Elements of User Experience cuts through that complexity with clear explanations and vivid illustrations that focus on ideas rather than tools or techniques. Garrett gives readers the big picture of user experience development, from strategy and requirements to information architecture and visual design.
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The PHP Anthology: Object Oriented PHP Solution, Volume 1SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
A compilation of best practice solutions to common Web Development problems in PHP, focusing on the achievement of practical goals by applying well-structured, object orientated software design principles.
 Volume 1 covers the foundations of PHP including writing portable and reusable code, storing and extracting data from files, manipulating...
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The Divo and the Duce: Promoting Film Stardom and Political Leadership in 1920s America (Volume 1) (Cinema Cultures in Contact)University of California Press, 2019

	
		A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of California Press's Open Access publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more.

		

		In the post–World War I American climate of...
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Programming the Cell Processor: For Games, Graphics, and ComputationPrentice Hall, 2008

	Make the Most of IBM’s Breakthrough Cell Processor in Any Gaming, Graphics, or Scientific Application


	 


	IBM’s Cell processor delivers truly stunning computational power: enough to satisfy even the most demanding gamers and graphics...
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Vertically Integrated Architectures: Versioned Data Models, Implicit Services, and Persistence-Aware ProgrammingApress, 2018

	
		Understand how and why the separation between layers and tiers in service-oriented architectures holds software developers back from being truly productive, and how you can remedy that problem. 

	
		Strong processes and development tools can help developers write more complex software, but large amounts of code can...
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Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Sams Teach Yourself Gmail in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn how to take complete control over your email–and communicate with anyone, anywhere–quickly and easily!
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Life Coaching For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Become a life coach-for yourself and others-with this practical, informative guide


	If you're interested in doing away with negative beliefs, making a significant change in your life, and, finally, create-and live-the life you want, life coaching is the key. In this practical introduction, you will learn the empowering...
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